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United Parcel Service, Inc. (“UPS”) respectfully submits these comments in 

response to the Commission’s Notice and Order Providing an Opportunity to Comment, 

Dkt. No. PI2020-1 (Oct. 1, 2019) (“Order No. 5260”).   

For the past decade, the Commission has relied on the methodology set forth in 

its Dec. 19, 2008 Report (“2008 Report”) to estimate the value of the postal monopoly, 

which is composed of the letter and mailbox monopolies.1  UPS agrees that the 

Commission should update its decade-old methodology for estimating the value of the 

postal monopoly to increase its accuracy.  As the Commission is aware, Congress 

implemented safeguards in PAEA so that the Postal Service, despite its postal 

monopoly, would compete on an even playing field with private firms.  In general, the 

Postal Service faces some additional costs stemming from the USO, but it has an 

advantage when the costs of its significant infrastructure are paid for by the letter 

monopoly, and its ability to deliver competitive products directly to mailboxes confers 

1 See Postal Regulatory Commission, Report on Universal Postal Service and the 
Postal Monopoly (Dec. 19, 2008) (“2008 Report”). 
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additional advantages as well.  Given this context, accurate measurement of the benefit 

of the postal monopoly against the burden of the USO is important to ensure that the 

costs of the Postal Service are properly reflected. 

Any model seeking to estimate the values of the letter and mailbox monopolies 

can produce widely varying results, depending upon several key assumptions about 

entrant behavior and cost.  The specific assumptions used by the Commission’s model 

should thus be revisited to incorporate refined assumptions and new market realities 

and data.  To that end, UPS suggests that the Commission consider the following 

technical factors in updating its methodology. 

Benefits flowing from the mailbox monopoly to the Postal Service’s 

competitive products business.  The current methodology does not estimate the 

value of the mailbox monopoly specifically to the competitive products business.2  Lifting 

the mailbox monopoly would allow private competitors to deliver competitive products to 

mailboxes.  The mailbox monopoly therefore confers benefits on the Postal Service’s 

competitive products business, and an updated methodology for valuing the monopoly 

should seek to quantify those benefits.

Assumptions on efficiency.  The Commission’s current model contains various 

assumptions about potential competitors that should be modified and updated as 

appropriate.  For instance, one variant of the model assumes a competitor is 10% more 

efficient than the Postal Service, but needs to offer a 10% discount to entice customers 

to switch from the Postal Service.3  The basis for these and other assumptions are 

unclear, and it is also unclear whether they remain accurate in light of present market 

2   2008 Report at 143-52. 
3 Id. at 140, 146, 149.  
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conditions.  These and other similar assumptions should be re-examined and updated 

where appropriate. 

Economies of scale.  UPS believes that the Commission’s current methodology 

does not take economies of scale fully into account.  For example, it assumes a 

potential competitor would focus only on the most profitable delivery routes in the short 

term.4  But a private firm that competes in “contestable” products could gain economies 

of scale that would make its products even cheaper, while the Postal Service might 

correspondingly lose some of its economies of scale if it loses market share.  A revised 

methodology should consider the dynamic impact of competition on economies of scale. 

Routes for competition.  The current methodology likely underestimates the 

number of routes where competition might occur.5  The overall volume of e-commerce 

packages has changed the dynamic of how private firms take the additional volume 

from potential economies of scale into account when deciding whether or not to 

compete in an existing route covered by the Postal Service.  Economies of scale and 

customer experience have made more routes attractive to private delivery firms.  In 

addition, due to data constraints that existed in 2008, the existing methodology ignores 

the extent to which contestable routes are concentrated geographically—a factor that 

influences how potential entrants can compete in the market.6  Available tools now 

permit a more sophisticated analysis of where and under what circumstances profitable 

entry could occur.  A revised methodology should take these factors into account, 

especially where new data offers greater precision on geographic and other attributes.   

4 Id. at 147. 
5 Id. at 142-47. 
6 Id. at 147. 
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Limited Definition of “Contestable” Mail.  The current methodology assumes 

that only presorted, locally dropshipped market dominant mail volumes are contestable, 

under the assumption that an entrant into the delivery business does not have an 

upstream infrastructure to collect, consolidate, sort, and transport mail.7  But a number 

of potential entrants—including UPS, FedEx, and Amazon—have developed extensive 

transportation and sorting operations.  Thus, the Commission should consider modifying 

or relaxing this assumption. 

Range of values.  The Commission currently offers estimates of the postal 

monopoly’s value as a single figure, rather than as a range of figures.  One potential 

idea is to publish the postal monopoly’s value as a range of estimates rather than a 

single estimate.  For instance, the 2008 Report provides alternative variables for “Low,” 

“High” and “Base Case” assumptions,8 and the Commission should consider adopting 

this approach of providing a range of estimates. 

Respectfully submitted, 

UNITED PARCEL SERVICE, INC., 

By: _/s/ Steig D. Olson___________________ 
Steig D. Olson 
Christopher Seck  
David LeRay 
Andrew T. Sutton 
Quinn Emanuel Urquhart & Sullivan, LLP 
51 Madison Ave., 22nd Floor 
New York, NY 10010 

7 Id. at 144-49. 
8 Id. at 144.  These various cases relied on alternate assumptions, where some of the 

assumptions discussed above—namely those on efficiency and the amount of market share that 
the entrant could capture—are varied in order to understand the sensitivity of the results to 
those assumptions.  
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